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December 18, 1867, a disaster earthquake occurred in 
northern sea of Taiwan, and triggered a tsunami, hundreds of 
persons were killed and many houses were destroyed. Because of 
the age, lack of detailed literature data, for this limited 
understanding of the 1867 Keelung earthquake and tsunami. �

This earthquake may be closely relative with the northeastern 
extending of Shanchiao fault. Earthquake and tsunami inflicted 
severe damage on the north coast, and impact of the entire Taipei 
area. There are many important constructions in this region, such 
as nuclear power plant. It is worth further study and discussion.�

This study from the collection and collation of historical 
document to proceed, with assessing the reliability of data and the 
corresponding site locations. The use of GIS to build disaster 
spatial distribution. Simulated intensity map to evaluative source 
parameters.�

Introduction�



• Covering Taiwan and neighboring regions�
• Chinese, Japanese, and other foreign�

Collection and collation  
of historical documents�

• Data integrity and originality�
• The credibility of the author and content�Data Reliability Analysis�

• Ancient names validation�
• Ancient map and current map comparison�Verification of names in literature�

• Reference to the CWB  intensity scale�
• Consider geographical distribution�

Evaluated the corresponding intensity 
(crustal deformation and tsunamis)�

• Ancient map location (GIS)�
• Converted into current map�Build spatial distribution�

• Active faults, submarine topography, and other�
• Epicenter, depth, magnitude�Estimated source parameters�

• Empirical attenuation formula, intensity map�
•  compared with disasters distribution and simulated map�

Simulated intensity map to evaluative 
source parameters�

Procedure of data processing�



Collect and collate historical documents 
ID� Data Source� Classified� Remark�
01� ƹI˵¿/â�`/ǛƦŽ(1871)� Original document�
02� ƹI˵¿/â`/ǛƦŽ(1871)� Original document�
03� ƹI˵¿/â��/ǛƦŽ(1871)� Original document�
04� ŗžʩ¿/â�/ÈŖʓ(1892)� Original document�
05� Ȏ&ʩ¿/â��� ˀȬɛäʔœǍ(1987)�
06� 1881�ǓƠ�˚ȑĀǥ³/ƃ˚ʽȃƜ[Ƚ� ˀȬɛäʔœǍ(1987)ˣh�
07� North China Daily News/1867.12.19� ˀȬɛäʔœǍ(1987)ˣh�
08� The North China Herald and Market 

Report/1868.01.08�
English original document�

09� wƍɘƇ�#Dh��˘ź˥ʑ� ŵČ(1983) translation�
10� Alvarez/Formosa� ŵČ(1983) translation�
11� Macdonald(1895)� English original document�
12� Davidson(1903)� ŵĂ�(1981)ˣh�
13� TMO(1914)� English original document�
14� ìhř�ŝ(1913)� Japanese original document�
15� ĈĘĠ�(1951)Dh�ʛ^ŷ� ˀȬɛäʔœǍ(1987)ˣh� �Ũˣh

�űǄ�ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼(1996)@ŜÆȉÖˣh�
16� Uʈ˞ȇ(1991)@oɃǾ� ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼(1996)@Ŝ� �Ēˢ÷�
17� ȪȊų(1987)*Ƣƃɻʤ^�ĝ� ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼(1996)@Ŝ� 0Ůɖ��
18� Soloviev and Go(1974)� ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼(1996)@oÆƒ¼ˣh� ĶŃ˗�
19� �¬œʳ:(1977)� ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼(1996)@Ŝ� ǻɋŷ�
20� 
�ǥ49	5E25D� ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼(1996)@Ŝ� �Ēˢ÷�
21� ĠUØȣ˨ëĎš� Temple history�
22� ƹIƺIƉŲɿsȹɯĎš� Temple history and Stele�
23� A5Ǘɮ˶ĕ˖ĔƖȠ/ʻɹµȳ� A5ǗëCɪţ�

24� ȨVfĽó˷|Ÿɐ¹/Ǳ˃ɋƑ/ƥȖ&� ȨVfëCɪţ�

25� ¤qŹǥ/93�12E27D+ǐơ� interviews�
26� *ƢŹǥ/931�2E29D+ɿɱ+ǐơ� Temple history and interviews�

3.  
Personal 
records and 
article�

2.  
Local version 
of  literature�

4.  
Temple history 
and stele�

1.  Official file 
lack of document 
�

Historical documents are difficult to describe with English, and my English is poor, if not clear at explaining. Please bear 
with me.�



2. Local version of  literature and document�
1�ƹI˵¿/â�`/ǇǄ¡�R��E��#ʛ�ːˬʱ�ĠUØĎƃ&Ʃ�ȍ�ƃ
Iʄɢ�Ĳ�țˑ�ȯʃ �/ A big earthquake occurred, along the coast of Chi-lung-
tou, Ching-bao-li, land slided and ground cracked, sea level rised violently, houses were 
destroyed, several hundred persons were drowned.(Original document) 

2�ƹI˵¿/â`/ȴǤ:	ːˬ&OÎ½���ď1��ʛƩƌ�Ã�İʿ�
�
(Original document)(Chicken cage mountain named with it’s shape, collapsed in 
1867, renamed Kwei-lin.  

3�ƹI˵¿/â��/ʻŻ�(�ď)���� ǓƠ#£ʭƠ�ʦˈ&�ÞɮƱȐǆʻ�
ʽȸŘŽ�ɒȘɮ˶ˏȪ�/�ɮ˶ɑʝ}Ƕ�ʍɝŃˍ�ŀR�ɮˏVÕ�ɮɑ
èũɆʩǛȶkȩ�ƹI�ĕƝƬ¤(�ď)1��ʛķ�ʻŗȄ<�ʠɝɉˍ��
(Original document) 

4�ŗžʩ¿/â�/9Ì�	(�ď1�)R��E��#ʛ�
 (Original document) 
5�Ȏ&ʩ¿/â���(�ď)1���E���D�ʛ(ˀȬɛäʔœǍ, 1987)�
6�ƃ˚ʽȃƜ[Ƚ/1881�ǓƠ�˚ȑĀǥ³/ǈ��ǴĤy/ɮ˶ƹIǗ3���1�
��ʛȀn���E��D�ƃIƭƥȖǷțˇ¢S�Ɔ��ŨƘƼĔđ¨�®)
ǫőˤ�ƪȋßŨƀʱĔƃI�ŊǸ¢��ƻË�Ŕćä� �ƥȖ�ĠUØ7>
à×ȇįˏǗ3Đŋɾɼ�ƹIʚá˜Şƈˑ��ǫ ����(ˀȬɛäʔœǍ, 
1987) 

7��Ć§ǥ/1867.12.19�(�ˠ�ƃ) łD�ƊōØǑ��Ȥá���ʛ(ˀȬɛäʔœ
Ǎ, 1987) (ʠɈǥķǫDÞ¤ɜĊ���Ĕǥʟɳ���ʛŋ��D) (?) 

8�The North China Herald and Market Report/January 8th, 1868 (English original 
document) 

December 18, 1867, a earthquake occurred. Sea water rushed out 
from Keelung, leaving a dry berths, for a few seconds, with two tide 
waves while back, junk and people were submerged, Keelung, Ching-
bao-li, and >à×� towns that its part soaked in water. Tamsui was 
severely damaged, several hundred people deaths.�

Translation by ˀȬɛäʔœǍ(1987)�



Document No. 8: The North China Herald and Market Report/January 8, 1868 (VȊƯǥ) 
ˀȬɛäʔœǍNʑ�(1987)*Ƣ�ʛʤ^ɋŷȡʑ��Ć§ǥ/1868.01.04 �



Document No. 8: The North China Herald and Market Report/January 8th, 1868 (VȊƯǥ) 



9�wƍɘƇ�#Dh��˘ź˥ʑ(ţ16)	_˶�_V�"ĆȌ
�	�ď1�+�ʛ�
(Ɂò)ɔWʚƩˑ�ˎÞʲƏ�'càˌ˷�
(ŵČ, 1983)  

10�Alvarez,Formosa�1867�12E18D�VǗ�ʛÅƅ�ÌŬuÅ#�ƥȖį�ǎƈˑ�
ǷIO'Ɠɂƾɦ�ǋƔǎʷ�Ç˫��)��I�Ǭ��ÞȜƿƅ�ǋǎʕS�Ǟ
uʰ+¢Y�Ç˫��4ǎÊÒ�ŪhĴʨÐ�+Ĳ��uǎʕˑ�!�ǎÇƻË�
ĠU裏�*Sʾ�I��ī�Ɨɓ`�=��Ǘ3!�È�ƃ*�ƥȖǷ0��ŕ(
=Šʧ�C�à�ɂ'ɎŪÞŋƽ��Īʠŕ(ʆňƠ�˗ɝǥ³��(ŵČ, 1983)  

11�Macdonald (1895)/From Far Formosa(P.53)�(English original document) 
12�Davidson(1903) The island of Formosa, past and present���ʛ�_˶�Űǘ�Ȥˡ¢
VǗ�ƟǠƫƅ�¢ƥȖfȌ7àĤğȀn#ÌŬ�ʠ�ƃ˚ĄƜĔaƢ�ǥ³��
ǒ�9ƥȖȀn�,��Ȥ�ʛ�¢@ƒÌŬĘŋǈ���ʛ�ǈ���ʛȀnķ�
,ő0ȀnÌŬ¢ƥȖfȌ˯�ɾɼ�qƥȖǷĔƃIŉS�¢Ɔ�ƃôʄ˩ĔÚɝ�
Z±˄�ʛ��ð¢ȷŹË�aƢǋǊ�Ƿ0�¢]�*Ƣ�ǋ�ǒÛ#%�ǋ�ʺ
ȕƆ�ƘĔƃô�¢\�ʺȕǎÂ�Ĕe#ĊƀƻËøĘO˱�ĔǕĳƿʕȌ��ƈ
ˑƃ˙ĤğƆ�ÞĔ<ʃùĲ�ĵ�Ǟ�ƃíʕ�Þ�¢�kÔǕ�ļȗ��Ǒ��
C�#�ȍȔ¢�ıǚ���Ŵ&ȍȔ¢½�#&ů�¢ƭ&ĔƛŠŉSʊI�ǒÛ
ʊIÞ¤J&¸�¢Ǩ�ǆʻʙȰņäɺņ��aˁ�ȀnǑ��½Ĕ˯5�U¶ƥ
Ȗû˂�TƽʃŘ=��åȦc)ĕɑ�ĵZƍË�Śɩ�ɗ«�ĘZƍɓʃ ��
(ŵĂ�, 1981)  a few houses near the sea damaged 
Hot water from the crater containing sulfur springs 
The deepening by a few feet of the anchorage at Keelung 

3. Personal records and article�



13�TMO(1914) The climate, typhoons, and earthquakes of the island of Formosa (Taiwan) 
(English original document) 

14�ìhř�ŝ(1913)/�ď�ȕにþけるĠUØĤğの�˯�(Japanese original 
document)�

 
15�ĈĘĠ�(1951)	Dh�ʛ^ŷ
�(1867�12E18D)ɮ˶ƥȖ�C#�ʛ��fŧ
ˑ�ƃɻ��Ęǅ��ĤğJ& îʇȭS/ŉSʊI(The crater lava overflows/ hot 
water outflow) (ˀȬɛäʔœǍ, 1987)/(ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼, 1996) 

16�To quoteUʈ˞ȇ(1991) quotingɃǾ description : ��ƃɻĺ˥�38%Ź�ƻ.)Ë120
2ØġĔƃíʒ�4-5Ⱥ���/ Tsunami lasted 38 hours, flooding 120 km of coastline, 
4-5 million deaths.�(ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼, 1996)(Content is the same as description of 
Soloviev and Go(1974) for the 1781 tsunami in southern Taiwan.)�

17�@ŜȪȊų(1987)+	*Ƣƃɻʤ^�ĝ
*Ɛɏ�ʛȀnþ1867�12E18D�ʛb
ŋąȻ121.7ĳVʐ25.5ĳ�ʛƋ7�ǂnǏʅŋ2+ƃɻ�ƃɻ+Ħĳŋ4�ÌƮƐŜ
ŋ	ʛķʎʱ�I�ǅ�ǋĲǎȫ��ʃ 
�(ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼, 1996)(0Ůɖ�)�

18�To quoteÆƒ¼ quoting Soloviev(1974)(Russian)�ǯ$�Š~�ş13523�ķ�ă
16523/ Yangtze River water decreased first 135 cm, and 165 cm rise.(ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼, 
1996)(Soloviev and Go, 1974)(If the earthquake and tsunami relation to the Shanchiao 
fault should be increased and then decreased.) �

19��¬œʳ:(1977)+	DhǎŬ�ʛʽ˧
ǻzªǮŜ�(ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼, 1996) 



Document No. 11: Mackay(1895)/From Far 
Formosa(P.53). Mackay arrived Taiwan in 
1871. The descriptions of tsunami in Keelung 
are different with the other.�

Document No. 13:  TMO(1914) The climate, 
typhoons, and earthquakes of the island of 
Formosa (Taiwan) (P.74)�



Document of No. 14: ìhř�ŝ(1913)/�ď�ȕにþけるĠUØĤğの�˯ 



Ching-bao-li bao(ĠUØǦ) document of No.14 (Okamoto, 1913)�

Original document  using the ancient Japanese writing 
 
Date:  

At 10:00 on December 18, 1867, the first occurrence of severe earthquake, 
followed by tsunami along the coast 

Earthquake:  
The earthquake sound was heard before quake occurred..  

Tsunami: 
About 5 minutes, seawater dramatic ups and downs, about 30 minutes, the sea 
backwards 400-500 meters, exposing the seabed. Seawater back as tsunamis, 
water rushed ʻǷ�and Iº, wave height about 6 m. Ching-bao-li and Pa-tao-
chi area immersed in water 

Land subsidence 
�ōʞ, ɍs, ʻȲʱ�region, the subsidence about 7 meters, neighboring areas 
a little subsidence, multiple cracking occurs, �ōʞ�and ʻȲʱ�area are 
particularly many. Candlestick Rock fall about 3 meters. 



Landslide and ash reduction 
JñPæǝ�and �Şʣ�area occurred landslide, about 600-700 m. The 
smoke contained ash occurred at JñPæǝ��ʻæand �Şʣ�regions. 
There is small amount of ash reduction in sunny day, but does not happen 
often. 

Spring 
Spring ejected about 12 m at ʻ˻, most people have been scalded, one person 
died. Seaside of Iº�and ʻǷ�each have a ejected spring, 9 m height, 
continuous 3 days. 

Disaster area 
�BP, ĠUØ, �ōʞ�region as the center, #æ�and ģØʌ�regions 
disaster less. ƥȖ, ɥº, "Ć, %ƥȖ�region has some damage. 

Disaser 
100 houses collapsed by earthquake, 200 houses flooded in shore.ĠUØ, ʻ
Ƿ, Iº�half of the houses were destroyed. 400 death, and more than 100 
were injured. about 70-80 person were swept away. Killed 30 buffalo, 300 
pigs.�

Ching-bao-li bao(ĠUØǦ) document of No.14 (Okamoto, 1913)�



20�
�ǥ49	5E25DƐĘǐơ�ſȎúɗǥŐġǺƯǢ�	....żʠDhƗʣ�;ŝǡ"
ĔŏÍA˟�h�þ|ɫ12	7kƢ	Ĭķ�ǳȀn��ƃɻ�ĬĘƃɻ+ǠƗĊ�Ɨ
ɓ7.52=��ƥ隆CŠǖ�˜ŞÌŬ�......�ʠD�ìp`vHƐɏ�|ɫ12	(2/
1867)12E18D�ƥ隆CŠȀnĔƃɻ��#�ʛ¢Ȁn�ȷŹƃI�Ź�a�S¢ǁ
Sƃô�Ǽķ��#Ċ��qaŇ��Ƿ0��ʕ�ƥ隆fƟ�àǕ�ŌÀ�¢�ƹI
�ː�ʱ��U�ĎƃÊȫùĲǻ��溺�� �......
�(ǑĂ|äÆƒ¼, 1996)(Źȕ
)ɞ�ì``v(1948)iÑ�ɋŷ)(The 1960 Chile earthquake)�

21�ĠUØȣ˨ëĎš��ď1���EƹV#�ʛ�ɿ�ŧȞ�¥�ď���ŞĴ³Ȇé
ÑǏʅ�(temple history) 

22�ƹIƺIƉŲɿsȹɯĎš(temple history + stele) 
23�_˶# Ő�ź/A5Ǘɮ˶ĕ˖ĔƖȠ/ʻɹµȳ�…ɵ�ƺ�ď6�12E23DȀn#

�ʛ��ʾe˪J&˔Ȁþ��àɺJ ¥.ǽ��ʤ�)Ȉ�ʻȳĸµ… 
24�ȨVfĽó˷|Ÿɐ¹/˱˸IĠ�Ÿɐɪ/Ǳ˃ɋƑ/ƥȖ&� 
25�¤qŹǥ�93�12E27D+interviews�ƥȖfĽókĽ¹êƲˉɸʖʖġĆŶʪĝt�

%Źũǳ˭ƉKƳŜǒŅʤ^�ǔfƟpɽĉI�ǎ´S#ƃƘƼ/Listen to his grandfather 
once described this history, urban river water is sucked out and dried.!(2013�5E31DȻĆŶʪ
(ˆɄú)úġʬ¤˗ɝ�)Fŀpɽĉ�ŀƥȖ`#ĉ�Ǘǎ´Ƙ) 

26�*ƢŹǥ�93�12E29D+ʁ�ŭĎš+interveiws�After 2004 South Asia tsunami 
Folk legend, the tsunami in Keelung in 1867, Matsu apparitions(˰˳), the water is stopped front 
of the temple. Reference to the history of temple, and interviews seniors, are without this event. 
Chairman of the temple(ȅl) said that Matsu is God of sea, but never heard about Matsu 
apparitions in hundred years ago earthquake, there is not historical record.(2013�5E31Dǐ
ơʁ�ŭɱ(2001)ɯƥȖȟʁ�ŭɱ(2012)¯Ę�iƨ�Úyý�ʁ�ŭɱ*)(temple 
history + interviews)�

4. Temple history and stele�



ƹIƺIƉŲɿ�(document of No. 22) 
Shimen, north coast of Taiwan, plague occurred in 1867. Residents 

ask God to patrol and remove disasters(SÕƁÌ). The god sedan 
arriving at the port, a sudden drop nose. All of residents rushed to the 
harbor. At that time a large earthquake occurred, the house collapsed, 
but no casualties. Thank God for prediction earthquake,  a stele was set 
up at temple entrance, a wall murals produced to commemorated this 
event.   	ƉʀĿsĢÿDɴÌʼ©�
	ɬƐX�xR?�D
sĢĞ��ƉŲˋɚ�¥Ƿ ɂɷ�˹kĮOŋç�Ź�ʛòĲŧˑ
�Ú����ɇhA+Ⱦ»$Ȫ˒-ȧʂ�ź
�





(�ƃ)łD�ƊōØǑ��Ȥá��
�ʛ/�Ć§ǥ1867�12E19D�
(ʠɈǥķǫDÞ¤ɜĊ���Ĕǥ
ʟɳ���ʛŋ��D)  

hE��D�6�Ź��ǌ(�ƃ)ú
Ȥ+�ʛ���þ�D6Ĭ�Ź��
3��Ȥ�ĴþÇň+ƊŦ*ɝȤŶ
ƞ���¢ʠ�Ɏɵ�ʙƤȁ+0��
ǻȤ�/�Ć§ǥ1867�12E27D�

(�ď)1���E���D�ʛ/
Ȏ&ʩ¿/â���

(ɜĊó)hE��D6Ĭ�ŹȂǑ�
h�ˡ�ƅʛ�ɕ˪ˤƙ�ʸ_țƴ�
ŒIʥʹ�ɣɤ8ˍ�ŀŹǰĥŚ�
�ĳ��3�ǧǲĝǁȊH1�ĳ�
ėſÉǭ��ʛÞ¤ąC/�Ć§
ǥ1867�12E20D�

North China Daily News�Ć§ǥ� Clock is stopped, candlesticks tilt, water stocks → IV�



Lee et al.(1976)ʡǀ*Ƣ�ʛrʮ*ǿɏ�25.5oN,121.7oE, MS=6.0��
Hsu(1983)ÜʠŵČ(1983)ɋŷ�ưʘʛÌ�Ɵŋ_VƥȖ�Ɵ�ʛb¨þƥȖa
ƃ�25.2oN,121.8oE��ʛǏʅŋ7.0� 
Tsai(1986) Considering tsunami was generated, the epicenter should be offshore, 
widespread landslides, epicenter is not too far from the coast.25.3oN,121.7oE, M=7.0 
Cheng and Yeh(1989)�ʛrʮ*ǿʮŋ�25.3oN,121.7oE, ML=7.0�



Lee and Wang(1988)  the 1867 Keelung earthquake is normal fault.�
 
Ma and Lee(1997) simulation the 1867 tsunami (fault plane solution : the 1988 
Yangmingshan earthquake, normal fault),  MW=6.9-7.2. Tsunami  may 
comprehensive earthquake, landslides, volcanic eruptions and coastal shape.�



Verification of place names in historical documents 
ƹI˵�ə(ǛƦŽ, 1871) 

The maps were drawn 
when the French army 
attacked Taiwan during 
1884-1885. 

D�ƥȖʨǷ(1900)Ĭ˕ɰĔƥȖǷ˶�ə 

ɮ˶Ǧə1/20,000 
(ʿŹɮ˶!�ʗŃ¹, 
1904)�



Tamsui  

ˀȬɛäʔœǍ(1987)�

The quiet town of Tamsui became the scene of much excitement on the morning of the 
18th, in consequence of a terrible earthquake experienced at 10:20 A.M. 
The North China Herald and Market Report/January 8th, 1868 (VȊƯǥ) 

ƹI˵�ə(ǛƦŽ, 1871) 1884-1885�ċśÄɮŹ˕ɰ+�ə 

ǁ.ƹI�



Pa tsien na(ï�×)�>à× 

ʑɅ8ɋŷ/ˀȬɛɯʔœǍ(1987)�

The loss of life at Tamsui is estimated at 30; but Pa tsien na, a small town distant a 
few miles, suffered more, and it in reported 150 persons were killed.(ʑɅ8ɋŷThe 
North China Herald and Market Report/January 8th, 1868,  VȊƯǥ)�

ˀʑɅ6ɋŷ/ȬɛɯʔœǍ(1987)�

"ĆƟˌ��Ĝ˦Pattsiran�ŋgūƵ	Ȱņ
+Ȣ�¢ķɡ��T�ĝtĆ
ǙĔ	Ć
����Ĩ�ɨŋ	�Ĝ˦Ć
Pattsiran-na�DʠŹǴÃɨŋ"Ć� 
 
ƥȖ�ɥº�"Ć�%ƥȖȇ���Ǘ3ĔȦŬēč�(ìhř�ŝ, 1913) 
wƍɘƇ�#Dh��˘ź˥ʑ(ţ16)	_˶�_V�"ĆȌ
�	�ď1�
+�ʛ�(Ɂò)ɔWʚƩˑ�ˎÞʲƏ�'càˌ˷���

ĆĂɀ(2006)ɲŋ>à×ŀǁ.ȺØ�

ǁ."Ć�



Palm island(ǵ˓Ű) 
A cloud of vapour was seen to rise from the sea between Palm and Keelung islands(ǵ˓
ŰäƥȖŰ+ȕĔƃŠ��ȳ˛)�ŏ±Palm Island(ǵ˓Ű)ʶ�ƥȖŰĤğ�

1872�ƕƚþ9E27D(Ǫŀťüːˬǉ
D)ǐơ�ĖɽŰ�ʠDƐǃŜàȻɔ
����ƶȥŔć(Sam-pan)áĖɽŰ�
ȏŹWŨˤʱ��…�	ǵ˓Ű
(Palm 
ls)Ĕœ�ŀĹɶÞĔ�ÁĭŎ)Ñǵ
˓�Ǫ��˅ʢ(Banyan)����#ȿ
�ȚɧŢÙ·Ɋɠ�… 
 
ägŰ�ˌɨ	ĖɽŰ
�ÿDŰ�
Ĕƃí�)<ǵ˓ʢ�ŤǱö���
��Ǵʆň�ɨ�palm Island � 228 Ú
yķƢóÃŋägŰ� 
 
q1884-1885�ċśÄɮŹ˕ɰ+�ə
(ENVIRONS DE KELUNG)˰tI. Palm
²ŋǁ.+ägŰ��

ǁ.ägŰ�



Ruin Rock 
A cloud of vapour was seen to rise from the sea between Palm and Keelung islands, 
which was succeeded by the water  of the harbour rushing out seawards, leaving it dry as 
far as Ruin Rock for some seconds. Everything was carried away with the receding 
water. � The North China Herald and Market Report/January 8th, 1868 (VȊƯǥ) 

ˀȬɛäʔœǍ(1987)�
ĆĂɀ(2006)ɲŋʯLîǪŀǁ.Ǚń 
The outcome of discussions (with local archivist) :  
Ruin Rock possible position:�



ːˬ&(İʿ)   ǁ.ƥȖ& 
ƹI˵¿/â`/ȴǤ:	ːˬ&OÎ½���ď1��ʛƩƌ�
(ŵČ, 1983) 
ƹI˵¿/â`/ȴǤ�ːˬ&OÎ½���ď1���ʛƩƌ�Ã�İʿ� 
ĆĂɀ(2006)ɲŋːˬ&ǪŀƥȖ 
żʠȨVfĽó˷|Ÿɐ¹/ƥȖ&(ʑɅ25ɋŷ)�ƭƃ�ɯȶěC�Ŏː
ˬ�ľˌɨŋ	ːˬ&
�ƺ|ɫ/�(1875�)O	ƥ�āȖ
ǩŢƨ	ːˬ

Ãɨŋ	ƥȖ
�|ɫ1�(1880�)ːˬ&uɌȋÃɨŋƥȖ&�ƭĠmsC
�ƛƷ�ē�¨{ędƧ�ʜɂąƃ�ľ��	#Ïœ�&
+��ƺ�
ď6�(1867�)ɮ˶VǗ#�ʛ�ːˬ&Ʃ�ƃɻɟȫǋǊùĚ�¾õ9�İ
Łşʿ�ľȷŹA�uɨãƥȖ&ŋİʿ&�ˊɨİ&� 
ƺQƹI˵¿ːˬ�Ǳİ&ɭĥ�
DʠŹQɊǥƥȖf¿ː&˴ĥ 



Ching-bao-li prefecture(ĠUØǦ) ìhř�ŝ(1913)  
Document No.14 (Okamoto, 1913) 
żʠƹI˵�ə(ǛƦŽ, 1871)�ɮ˶
Ǧə(ʿŹɮ˶!�ʗŃ¹, 1904) 
Ǯ˕SĠUØǦĔʏǣ�UĻȨVf
sĢƟsĢȲOą(�ǟØ�ƘȊØ�
ŖĆØ�ƎØØ)�Ġ&Ɵ�ȺØƟ
ȇƟƣ��



�BP 

ʑɅ14ɋŷ(ìhř�ŝ(1913)NřǮŜĠUØĩĔÌŬ) � 
water rushed ʻǷ�and Iº, wave height about 6 m. ĠUØȌ and �BP area 
immersed in water 
�BP, ĠUØ, �ōʞ�region as the center, #æ�and ģØʌ�regions disaster less.�

Nuclear Power plant 



Almost all of the data for the date of earthquake have consistent results� 
December 18, 1867 (November 23, the 6th year of Tongzhi) 
For the occurrence time of quake, there are 3 documents with further description.�
1. Document of No. 8 (The North China Herald and Market Report/January 8, 

1868):  Tamsui  10:20 AM.,   Keelung 09:45 AM.�
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Document of No. 13 (TMO, 1914): North coast of Taiwan 10:00 AM.  
3. Document of No. 14 (ìhř�ŝ, 1913): Kim-bao-li 10:00 AM. 
 
Based on the above information, estimate the occurrence time of 
quake is about 10:00 AM. 

Earthquake occurrence time�



Tide 
Reference the tide table of 2013(CWB, 2013) 
Keelung (Lunar calendar November 23) neap tide 
 
January 4, 2013 (Lunar calendar November 23) 
ʉŹ� ʉƗ(*ȇʉ¨)� ʉƗ(Ǡ°ʉ¨)� Ɨ°ʉ�
01:42� 2� 100� H�
07:25� -44� 55� L�
14:54� 22� 120� H�
21:13� -40� 59� L�

December 25, 2013(Lunar calendar November 23)�
ʉŹ� ʉƗ(*ȇʉ¨)� ʉƗ(Ǡ°ʉ¨)� Ɨ°ʉ�
02:29� -1� 97� H�
08:13� -37� 61� L�
15:38� 23� 121� H�
22:07� -35� 63� L�

*ȇʉ¨�Oȷ�ȷ�*ȇʉ¨ŋƥȱ 
Ǡ°ʉ¨�Oȷ�Ǡ°ʉ¨ŋƥȱ�

45.5 cm 
65.5 cm →10:00 (-21.4/77.6) 
63.5 cm�

36.0 cm 
60.0 cm →10:00 (-22.6/75.4) 
58.0 cm�

Ebb to Rising tide �



We assume that there are no major changes in topography in between 
1867-1904. 
The 1904 map using as a basis for estimating the elevation of sea water traced 
back.�

Along the river, the sea water traced back to Pa-tao-chi area with 
elevation about 15.2 m.�

50 feet = 15.2 m 
200 feet = 60.8 m�

  50 feet 
  

200 feet�



IºĊƗ62=�

ʻǷĊƗ62=�

Along the river, the sea water traced back to Ching-bao-li,  elevation<15.2 m.�



Keelung�
Earthquake occurred at 09:45 AM, and lasted about 30 seconds. The earth cracked 
slightly in front of the Custom-house. A great portion of this town is down, 
burying numbers in the ruins. 
 
A cloud of vapour was seen to rise from the sea between Palm and Keelung island, 
which was succeeded by the water of the harbour rushing out seawards, leaving it 
dry as far as Ruin Rock for some seconds. 
 
The sea then returned in the shape of two large waves. 
 
It overtopped the dikes ad washed out all the houses on the low-lying land along 
the coast. 
 
The deepening by a few feet of the anchorage at Keelung 



1913�ĳj 
ƥȖǷgŠə�

ʨǷĬ 
ƥȖǷgŠə�

There was a large shoal 
in front of Keelung, 
large ship can not be 
reached. 
Need to rely on sampan 
or small boat�



Ruin RockZƍ¨ȼ�

ƃ˚Zƍ¨ȼ�

#ǋƙđǌZƍ¨ȼ�

ʁ�ŭ¨ȼ�





Evaluated the corresponding intensity 
(crustal deformation and tsunamis) 

CWB intensity scale 



Location� Intensity� Remak�
ƹI� V� %&M�(ƹIˏ*)ĔǑ�ùĲǎʛȞ����30��
"Ć� V-VI� ɔWʚƩˑ�150����
ʻǷ� VI� ùĲ�ŧɔW�ƃɻƀƗ62=�!˝Ƹ5�ȰņɺS92=�ĺ˥�D�
Iº� VI� ùĲ�ŧɔW�ƃɻƀƗ62=�!˝Ƹ5�ȰņɺS92=�ĺ˥�DMore�
ĠUØȌ� VI� ùĲ�ŧɔW�ĠUØȌ�ƟƂ�I*�

�BP� VI� ÌŬ˜Ş,Ƃ�I*�
�ōʞ� VI� áǌȀnǜË�ʴȍ�
ɍs� VI� !�ǜË�
ʻȲʱ� VI� áǌȀnǜË�ʴȍ�
�Şʣ� VI� &Ʃ�J&�Ĕȳ�
ǆș&� VI� &Ʃ�
ñ$æǝ� VI� &Ʃ�J&�Ĕȳ�
�ʻæ� VI� J&�Ĕȳ�
#æ� V� ÌŬGɎ<�
ģØʌ� V� ÌŬGɎ<�
ʻɹ� VI� !˝Ƹ5�ȰņǸS˯��ȝ�ɺS122=Ɨ�
�Ĝ� V� ��<<ÌŬȀn�
sĢ� VI� #Ǘ3ùĲʛȞ�
ƥȖ� VI� #Ǘ3ùĲʛȞ�Ǒ��ǎʵ�ɾɼ�Š�!˝Ƹ5�ƃɻħˮ�

ƥȖ&� V� &Ʃ�
ŗž� III� �#ʛ�
Ƅ�Ȏ&� I� �ʛ�

�ˠ�ƃ(?)� II� Ǒ��Ȥá���ʛ�

1867�ƥȖ�ʛÌŬɯʛĳɞȵĝ�



Estimated source parameters�

By the Geodetic Survey results show that the Shanchiao fault on both sides of the 
horizontal displacement did not significantly change, but the hanging wall subsidence 
obvious trend .�



(ʫ�/ȇ�1998)�

Strike: N60E 
dip:  more than 62 
Rake:'(90�



Simulated intensity map to evaluative source parameters�

Wells and Coppersmith (1994) fault length vs. magnitude 
Normal fault 
MW = 4.86 + 1.32 Log(SRL) ± 0.34  (5.2<MW<7.3) 
MW = 4.34 + 1.54 Log(RLD) ± 0.31  (5.2<MW<7.3) 
Log(RW) = -1.140 + 0.350 MW ± 0.12  (5.2<MW<7.3) 
Cheng et al.(2011) ML-MW relationship 
ML = 5.115 ln(MW) – 3.131 ± 0.379   (ML≥5.5) 

Length�
Surface rupture(SRL)� Subsurface rupture(RLD)�
RW� MW� ML� RW� MW� ML�

30 km� 17.4� 6.8� 6.7� 14.8� 6.6� 6.5�
40 km� 20.4� 7.0� 6.8� 17.4� 6.8� 6.7�
50 km� 22.1� 7.1� 6.9� 20.4� 7.0� 6.8�



Mag� 7 
(0.4g)�

6 
(0.25g)�

5 
(0.08g)�

4 
(0.025g)�

3 
(0.008g)�

2 
(0.0025g)�

1 
(0.0008g)� Remark�

6.7(Jean)� 17.0� 21.8� 40.0� 74.4� 136.5� 253.9� 466.2� 0km�
6.7(Ó)� 7.6� 14.1� 37.5� 79.1� 150.4� 277.6� 495.2� 0km�
6.8(Jean)� 18.2� 23.4� 42.9� 79.7� 146.4� 272.3� 499.9� 0km�
6.8(Ó)� 8.4� 15.5� 40.9� 86.2� 163.7� 302.1� 538.7� 0km�
6.9(Jean)� 19.5� 25.0� 46.0� 85.5� 157.0� 292.0� 536.1� 0km�
6.9(Ó)� 9.3� 17.0� 44.6� 93.9� 178.2� 328.7� 586.0� 0km�

Mag� 7 
(0.4g)�

6 
(0.25g)�

5 
(0.08g)�

4 
(0.025g)�

3 
(0.008g)�

2 
(0.0025g)�

1 
(0.0008g)� Remark�

6.5(Jean)� 13.9� 18.3� 38.4� 64.5� 118.6� 220.7� 405.4� 5km�
6.5(Ó)� 3.8� 10.6� 31.1� 66.5� 126.9� 234.4� 418.4� 5km�
6.7(Jean)� 16.2� 21.2� 39.7� 74.2� 136.4� 253.8� 466.2� 5km�
6.7(Ó)� 5.8� 13.2� 37.1� 79.0� 150.3� 277.6� 495.1� 5km�
6.8(Jean)� 17.5� 22.8� 42.6� 79.6� 146.3� 272.2� 500.0� 5km�
6.8(Ó)� 6.8� 14.6� 40.6� 86.1� 163.7� 302.0� 538.6� 5km�

Jean et al.(2006)Ƥȁ�ʋƏǹȻ˲���
Y(g)=0.00284e1.73306M[R+0.09994exp(0.77185M)]-2.06392 
Mŋ˺H�ʛǏʅ�RŋʛȮȒ�
*bſȎ¹ÝoĔƏǹȻ˲�(Shin, 1998)ȓ¦Gɞ��
PGA = 12.44 x exp(1.31 x ML) x r-1.837  
��*rŋʛȮȒ��



Fault length:30 km(subsurface rupture)�MW=6.6, ML=6.5 
25.34N, 121.91E, Depth=15 km  (60, 62, -90)�

Jean et al.(2006)�
Shin (1998)�



Fault length:50 km(surface rupture)�MW=7.1, ML=6.9 
25.34N, 121.91E, Depth=10 km  (60, 62, -90)�

Jean et al.(2006)�
Shin, 1998�



Fault length:40 km(surface rupture)�MW=7.0, ML=6.8 
25.34N, 121.91E, Depth=10 km  (60, 62, -90)�

Jean et al.(2006)�
Shin, 1998�



Preliminary results�
!   The 1867 Keelung earthquake is closely relative with the 

northeastern extending of Shanchiao fault. 

!   Earthquake triggered a tsunami, water rushed ʻǷ�and 
Iº, wave height about 6 m.  

!   Along river, the sea water traced back to Ġ&�and �B
P area with elevation about 15 m.�

!   The epicenter of the Keelung earthquake is : 25.34N, 
121.91E, Depth=10 km, magnitude MW=7.0, ML=6.8, 
fault length about 40 km, possible fault-plane : (60, 62, 
-90)�


